
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. The Background of the Study

The word love maybe differs from time to time and it depends on 

individual to imply accordingly one’s motive. In fact, everyone in this world 

has love but most of them not understand about the real meaning of love. It 

can be different of love in family context and also between two people who 

don’t know each other but emerge of affair.

Love may cover sacrifice, integrity or care for the other people and 

attention. It is commonly interpreted as the sort of pure love which love is 

coming up because it is motivated by consideration of good value of love 

itself. This study will help us to find the truth of love sacrifice. Is the pure 

love become a motivation for someone to against the challenge. 

Generally, literary works are identified with writing works. But nowadays 

many writing work are expressed in moving picture as known as ‘movie’. It 

becomes popular because more interesting for some people that not like to 

read the writing works; they choose to watch the movie. It makes easier to 

understand about the story in a short time. Book or novel must read in a week 

or more, prepared in moving picture in short time without cutting down the 

conflict and lesson that consisted in the story.

Nowadays, there are many fiction movies which contain unique story, one 

of them is “Upside Down”. A film by Juan Solanas in 2012, this movie tells 
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about a planet home world which is different from other planets or planetary 

systems as it is the only one that has “dual gravity”. It means the top world is 

rich and developed region, and in other way for the down. This fiction movie 

also consists of romance between two main characters Adam (Jim Sturgess) 

and Eden (Kirsten Duns), who love each other. Unfortunately, both of them 

come from different worlds, Adam from lower whereas Eden from upper 

class. So, Adam has to make every effort to hold his love. 

This movie story reflects real life about social class problem. Social class 

comes as it is different in every aspect. This influences the interaction 

between them. Some of them feel arrogant and the other desperate. Because 

of this problem, there are disagreements between individuals or even groups. 

For someone who falls in love, the problem becomes a challenge to hold their 

love.

Talking about love, it can be perspective differences. For the example, 

love at the first sight. Maybe it is impossible for some and the others to 

believe it. They who have fallen in love at the first sight will believe, 

although the ending of their love story is sad. Remember not all of the ending 

of love story is sad but some of them are happy. All of this depends on the 

effort and the way to resolve the problem. In fact if there’s no love in the 

human life, it is impossible that we are alive in the world.

Not only in the past, nowadays there’s also no love without sacrifice, 

there’s no love without difference. This case becomes general problem in 

every culture, every nation in the world. This problem not also depends on 
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time because the word ”Love” grows with time. Love arises for filling a gap. 

To reach it, an effort and optimism to get love are needed.

The researcher chooses this movie and this topic because this story 

describes love at the first sight between a boy and girl of the different classes. 

Because of their differences so many challenges face them. Although they 

have been got an accident and finally they can’t meet in a long time. Because 

of the accident Eden has got amnesia so she forgets a lot of things. But that all 

not be a worry because they struggle with the all of problem faced in front of 

them. 

B. The Problems of the Study

The problems of this study are formulated as the following:

1. What kind of love languages Adam uses to struggle his love?

2. What consequences does Adam face related to use love languages?

3. Why does Adam use the love languages?

C. The Objectives of the Study

Related to the problems stated above, the objectives of the study are 

described as follows:

1. To give an evidence about kinds of love languages that Adam uses in his 

love struggle.

2. To elaborate the consequences of using love languages.

3. To know the reason why Adam uses the love languages.
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D. The Scope of the Study

To avoid the ambiguity, the writer makes the limitation in this analysis 

into a specific scope, so it can be easier to understand by the reader. The 

writer limits his analysis only to several dialogues of Adam as main character 

that support his struggle.

This data will be analyzed based on Gary Chapman’s theory. When 

someone falls in love, there can be many ways to express. Gary Chapman 

summaries it be a simple way. There are 5 love languages: words of 

affirmation, quality time, receiving gifts, acts of service, and physical touch.

E. The Significance of the Study

Theoretically, the significance of this study is to enrich theories in literary 

study through fiction.

Practically, the findings are expected to be reference for those who are 

interested in the field of literature. In other words, this study can be a clue for 

further analysis in literature.


